Think Big—Our 2020 Plan
*I can make a plan. (CCSSR7) I can make a plan based on analyzing a situation.*

What Is Your Chicago Progress Priority?
Make your own plan for Chicago progress. These categories are in the original Burnham plan. Choose one that you think is important. That is your priority. Make your own plan for what you think should happen in the future, just as Burnham did.

**CHOOSE ONE PRIORITY**
- Improve the park system
- Improve transportation
- Improve the mail system
- Make streets cleaner
- Make traffic flow better
- Improve the river
- Support museums
- Improve the landscape
- Support museums
- Improve learning
- Provide housing and support so there are no more slums
- Set up places for people to gather together, like Grant Park festivals

My Priority: _____________________________________________________________

Why I think it is important: __________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

What changes I think should be made to improve this part of Chicago:
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

How this progress could lead to other changes—and more progress:
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

**Show Your Ideas:** Draw a picture or make a diagram to show what this progress would achieve. Then as a class put your plans together in one big plan for the city. You can make that as a chart, a poster, or as a bulletin board.